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I. Introduction

Local Power submits its Phase II Reply Brief in the Community Choice Aggregation proceeding

R.03-10-003. We are pleased at the quality of work from all parties to this proceeding, and feel that it

has led to greater clarity of the essential mechanisms among which the Commission may ensure

balanced, successful resource planning process in coming years. Indeed D.04-12-046 summarized that

its order should “provide some guidance to the parties about how we envision the CCA energy

procurement program in the broadest sense, and the costs that CCAs will have to incur as customers

of and partners with the utilities” (D.04-12-046,  p.4). 

The process has brought both utility and CCA parties closer to the table of accountability over New

World Procurement and Community Choice Aggregation,; the “partnership” called for by the

Commission must be reflected in rules and procedures that bind both CCAs and utilities alike to an

integrated Commission process. In order to bind them, the Commission must use its authority to make

cost-allocation decisions regarding utility procurement and CCA load departures, as well as to define

both utility procurement plans and to determine when a CCA’s load may depart. As Local Power

showed in its Testimony and July 8 Brief,  the Commission’s use of its authority in (1) making the

Implementation Plan process bind the CCA, (2) circumscribing utility CCA CRS risk by limiting utility

procurement in response to an Implementation Plan, and (3) allocating costs that result from this gating

process as implementation costs, provides the Commission with the only statutory and reliable basis for

enforcing the CCA/Utility “partnership” referred to in the Commission’s Phase I Decision above.

AB57 and AB117 were given to the Commission by the legislature and governor on the same day,

September 24, 2002, in response to the Energy Crisis. In fact the governor vetoed the first CCA bill in

2001 after the legislature passed it, for the express purpose of making CCA consistent with finalizing the

signing of the state’s power contracts, and establishing a footing for resumption of multi-year electric

utility procurement after four years of being specifically banned by law (AB1890). AB57 and AB117

form two halves of California’s “New World” Procurement system that lacks either Monopolies or

Direct Access. The Commission has a statutory obligation to facilitate choice for California communities
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pursuant to AB117 while also authorizing the utilities to procure on a multi-year basis for the first time

since 1998 pursuant to AB57. As the rights and privileges created by A117(Community Choice) and

AB57 (Multi-Year Utility Procurement) are coequal under the law, the Commission must prevent either

activity to obviate the other, as the Commission stated it would do in its commitment to “minimize cost

shifting between CCAs and utilities” in D.04-12-046.

For AB57, this is the Utility Procurement Plan process, in which utility Advice Letters are now arriving

at the Commission throughout this Summer, with utility requests to approve contracts expected this

December, and for which the Commission has already said CCA CRS liability is limited to

“unavoidable” utility contracts that have been “reasonably” entered-into.  

Apart from preventing cost-shifting, a critical goal of the Commission is to accelerate the Renewable

Portfolio Standard (RPS) rollout, which is now described by CEC IEPR staff to be seriously behind the

Commission’s adopted RPS schedule. As of last week, the Cumulative shortfall for PG&E between

2003 and 2005 was 1,997 Gigawatt Hours (GWH) behind the Commission’s RPS schedule, a load

about half the size of San Francisco’s CCA PG&E was 884 GWH behind the 2010 RPS schedule in

2004 and an additional 1177 GWH short. Utility RPS compliance failure is no longer just a PG&E

problem because Southern California Edison is now 274 GWH behind required 2005 levels, in a

disturbing downward shift (CEC Staff Presentation, Pamela Doughman, PhD, IEPR Committee

Workshop on California’s Loading Order for Electricity Resources, July 25, 2005, p. 17). As the

Commission never established any RPS targets for municipal utilities or Direct Access customers, the

importance of encouraging an obvious new opportuntiy for renewables development must not be

missed. 

Local Power has testified in R.03-10-003 (April 14, 2004, etc.) that virtually all leading CCAs

representing over 12% of California’s Investor-Owned Utilities (IOUs) have already established an

RPS of 40% or higher. Given widespread doubts expressed last week regarding IOU RPS compliance,

the Commission should activtely facilitate CCA as a means of achieving statewide RPS compliance, at

minimum. Beyond its statutory obligation to faciliate CCA, the CEC’s CCA Feasibility Study has
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convinced many municipalities that a 40% RPS by 2017 is feasible without a rate increase, specifically

because they can provide the financing to build renewable energy and conservation facilities as

municipalities. The Commission should look to opportunities like CCA to promote renewable energy

resource development, as in San Francisco’s May 2004 CCA Ordinance  (S.F. Ordinance 86-04,

May 27, 2004) and Draft CCA Implementation Plan (May 13 Hearing Transcript, p. 1460)  to ensure

a successful statewide rollout of the 20% RPS whether in 2010 or 2017. 

II. Summary

Whereas many parties hoped that utilities could come to a consensus between utilities and CCAs on the

main Phase II issues, each side has been more thorough on proposing requirements to be placed on

other party while defending itself against any new requirements. Thus, while there is no CCA/Utility

consensus in the strict sense of the word, a whole system may be ascertained by combining many of the

proposals for CCAs by utilities, and many of the proposals made for utilities by CCAs. In short, CCAs

have proposed logical restrictions on utilities, and in turn utilities have proposed some logical restrictions

on CCAs, but neither would have any of the other’s restrictions placed on itself. The Commission

should bind both CCAs and utilities, using the Integrated Resource Calendar “gating” approach

proposed by Local Power.

Local Power has proposed binding both CCAs and utilities to a common process under Board

oversight, and have demonstrated that the Utilities’ Open Season proposal is impossible to implement,

and would either blatantly violate AB117’s process requirements, or (as admitted by utility witnesses)

would require a binding commitment of CCAs before they are technically able to provide one.

The crux of the matter may be found in a fundamental contradiction in the utilities’ testimony and brief,

because they claim, in the discussion of utility procurement, that Implementation Plans are non-binding,

but claim contrarily, in the discussion of CCA Implementation Plan requirements, that such plans should

in fact be binding.  In general, the utilities are arguing that CCA Implementation Plans should be binding

and that the Commission should exercise authority over them, but say the plans are inherently
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non-binding as a basis for limiting utility procurement,  and maintain they should not be held responsible

for their procurement activities even if they ignore CCA Implementation Plans duly adopted at public

hearings of municipal and county governments in their service territories, even CCAs whose

Implementation Plans have been certified by the Commission.

Conversely, the CCAs have argued the contrary - that utilities should have their CCA CRS limited by

certified receipt of an Implementation Plan by the Commission, but also that CCA Implementation Plans

should not be binding, nor the Commission exercise any authority over them - even those specifically

mentioned in AB117.

The Commission must assume higher ground and make both CCAs and utilities accountable to the

AB57/AB117 New World environment. If an Implementation Plan  is binding to a CCA, it does in fact

fact provide a basis for procurement planning. Conversely, if the CCA CRS is to be limited based on an

Commission-certified Implementation Plan, then that Plan must bind the CCA that submitted it. 

III. Legal Authority 

As I stated in my testimony, the utilities err in proposing that the Commission has the same jurisdiction

over CCAs that it has over ESPs:

“The utilities asserts that the Commission’s role with respect to CCAs ‘should mirror the role the
Commission successfully served in monitoring and registering private Electric Service Providers
(“ESPs”) for DA’ based on the fact that ESPs will perform many of the functions of the service (p.
17, lines 1-5). This both contradicts AB117 and is contrary to adopted Commission policy. First, as the
Commission indicated in D.04-12-046, unlike ESPs, CCAs are elected local government entities that
may be trusted not only with confidential customer data, but also ratesetting authority as specified by
AB117. AB117 also requires an ordinance to award contract to an ESP, and that the implementation
plan be duly adopted at a public hearing. Thus, both the ordinance and the implementation plan are
subject to Sunshine Ordinance and Public Meeting laws, unlike the decision-making of an ESP or a
utility, which are private. While an ESP will indeed implement energy services for a CCA, it will do so
under a CCA contract whose terms must conform to the CCA’s adopted implementation plan, which
the Commission will have 90 days to review and request information on, then present cost recovery
findings and establish the earliest possible date for service commencement” (Fenn Reply Testimony,
May 12, 2005, p.5,  lines 13-27, p. 6, lines 1-2).
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The Commission’s sole statutory authority to make CCA’s accountable lies in its ability to determine the

date of CCA implementation and present its findings concerning cost responsibility (CRS, CTC, etc)

based on a CCA Implementation Plan’s binding contents.

The principle applied by this section of code in AB117 specifies that the 90 day IP certification period  

is there in order for the Commission to determine cost responsibility. Any essential information the

Commission requires from the CCA may be collected by the Commission during this period, making the

Implementation Plan complete for purposes of establishing a cost recovery mechanism including the

CRS and other surcharges or credits, pursuant to Public Utilities Code Section 366.2( c )(5), as

determined by the Commission.

First, Local Power has proposed replacing the utilities’ Open Season/Binding Commitment system by

adopting an “Integrated Resources Calendar” (IRC) regime to be applied to limit CCA CRS liability by

making a CCA IP binding and limiting the CRS for a CCA whose IP has been certified received by the

Commission pursuant to Public Utilities Code Section 366.2( c )(7) to one-year utility procurement

contracts, and to treat any costs resulting from above-market utility short contracts or delayed utility

resumption of above-market long contracts as implementation costs so that the Commission’s cost

allocation may be determined according to the cause of any costs, and may be allocated under this

authority to a CCA, utility or other party - but not to CCA customers. If a utility is the cause of the cost,

shareholders must pay. If a CCA is the cause, it must pay. If some other event or entity causes the cost,

then all ratepayers must pay. 

The Commission must mutually bind utilities and CCAs to a common procurement and resource

development mission: Resource Adequacy, the RPS and the Loading Order of the IEPR. This is

achieved by defining such costs as implementation costs, such that they may be statutorily recovered.

The basis of making CCA Implementation Plans binding to CCAs is to create a binding utility process in

which errors on either side must pay for them. 
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The authority to bind CCAs and utilities to an Integrated Resource Planning process cannot be invented.

The utilities attempt to assert Commission authority over CCAs based on Section 701 of the Public

Utilities Code (Utilities Opening Brief, p.3, etc) and court precedents giving them authority over utility

holding companies or utility distribution companies, but CCAs are not allowed to run distribution

systems and their holding company is the State of California itself. The use of court precedent authority

over local governments the Commission has already deemed trustworthy to manage confidential

customer information that they do not entrust to Electric Service Providers or other utility competitors

(D.04-12-046, p. 51) would be a contradictory policy, indeed.

First, the utilities claim that “CCA is a novel and untested program in Califoria and the Commission

should retain full authority to assert jurisdiction over CCA Providers to address new and possibly

unanticipated circumstances” (Joint Utilities Opening Brief, p.3).  However, as referenced by several

parties (CCSF, Local Power),  CCA is not novel or untested in the United States, with active and

successful CCA markets serving millions of customers in Ohio and Massachusetts.

Second, the utilities claim that PUC Section 701 and applicable precedent allow the Commission to

extend jurisdiction to the activities of non-regulated entities based on their relationship to utility

operations” (p.4).  As Local Power has pointed out repeatedly in testimony, the utilities use of

“Community Choice Provider” repeatedly conflates CCAs with ESPs, ignoring existing laws and

Commission rules applied to ESPs and proposing oversight of CCAs as if they were ESPs.

 

Among these, the utilities claim that “the utility and CCA Provider will share the role of providing energy

services to an individual customer” (p.5).  In fact, the utility and CCA’s chosen ESP will share that role.

As Local Power has demonstrated, AB117 defines CCAs as groups of customers negotiating with

ESPs through a local-state government process:

“(1) Customers shall be entitled to aggregate their
electric loads as members of their local community with community
choice aggregators.
(2) Customers may aggregate their loads through a public process
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with community choice aggregators, if each customer is given an
opportunity to opt out of their community’s aggregation program.” 
(Public Utilities Code Section 366.2. (a)).

While the utilities continue to conflate CCAs with ESPs, the Commission has remained clear on the

distinction. In its R.03-10-003 Phase I Decision, the Commission defined CCAs as customers, not

competitors, of the utilities, and based on that definition makes a number of key policy decisions. In the

opening pages of the December 16 decision, the Commission observes broadly,

"The order should also provide some guidance to the parties about how we
envision the CCA energy procurement program in the broadest sense, and
the costs that CCAs will have to incur as customers of and partners with the
utilities." (D.04-12-046, p. 4)

The Commission asserts the same definition of CCAs as customers in its treatment

of implementation costs:

“Where the statute provides the Commission with discretion, we treat CCAs
as customers who are buying services from the utilities. With that in mind,
we apply ratemaking and cost allocation principles that are comparable to
those applied to other utility customers” (D.04-12-046, p. 10).

Finally, the Commission agrees that, as CCAs are utility customers, the utilities should assume

some risk for serving them:

“To the extent the utilities provide services to CCAs, CCAs would
be customers of the utilities and, consistent with our treatment of the
operational costs of serving other customers, the utilities should assume
some risk for serving them and be able to reap the benefits of cost savings
they implement between general rate cases. Moreover, CCAs should not
have to assume liabilities for infrastructure development in advance. Such a
requirement would be unprecedented in our treatment of utility customers
and is unjustified here” (my emphasis, p.22).

The legislature is equally clear on the difference between an ESP and a CCA.  As a form of Direct

Access, CCA has a structure that is distinct from utilities in that the supplier of energy services and the
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CCA, which is defined as a group of ratepayers, have completely different standing under the law.

AB117 is clear that ESPs and CCAs are distinct entities with completely different obligations

and responsibilities, as well as totally different status under CPUC regulations:

“218.3. ‘‘Electric service provider’’ means an entity that offers
electrical service to customers within the service territory of an electrical
corporation, as defined in Section 218, but does not include an entity that
offers electrical service solely to service customer load consistent with
subdivision (b) of Section 218, and does not include an electrical
corporation, as defined in Section 218, or a public agency that offers
electrical service to residential and small commercial customers within
its jurisdiction, or within the service territory of a local publicly owned
electric utility. ‘‘Electric service provider’’ includes the unregulated
affiliates and subsidiaries of an electrical corporation, as defined in
Section 218.”

AB117 defines the ESP specifically as the third-party supplier of services to a CCA, which is

prohibited from being a utility, whether municipal or investor-owned:

“SEC. 6. Section 394 of the Public Utilities Code is amended to read:
394. (a) As used in this section, ‘‘electric service provider’’ means
an entity that offers electrical service to customers within the service
territory of an electrical corporation, but does not include an electrical
corporation, as defined in Section 218, does not include an entity that
offers electrical service solely to serve customer load consistent with
subdivision (b) of Section 218, and does not include a public agency that
offers electrical service to residential and small commercial customers
within its jurisdiction, or within the service territory of a local publicly
owned electric utility. ‘‘Electric service provider’’ includes the
unregulated affiliates and subsidiaries of an electrical corporation, as
defined in Section 218.”

The distinction between CCA and ESP is writ large throughout AB117, and is reflected in a

careful policing of ESPs as for-profit suppliers, in stark contrast to a clear devolution of public

authority and trust to CCAs as non-profit organizations of ratepayers acting through their local

government. In Public Utilities Code Section 394(b) the legislature subjected ESPs to reporting

requirements appropriate for market participants that might defraud customers or commit other criminal

acts. Public Utilies Code Section 394(b) also requires ESPs to demonstrate financial viability to the

Commission as risk-bearing entities. Public Utilities Code Section 394(b) requires ESPs to demonstrate
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technical and operational ability as suppliers, which it appropriately does not require of CCAs as

organizations of ratepayers. Public Utilities Code Section 394.5 also provides for Commission

enforcement of ESP rules, Commission revocation of an ESP’s registration, and Commission ordering

an ESP to refund monies.  While specific Commission authority over ESPs was granted by AB117, no

such authority was given to the Commission to regulate CCAs. AB created related requirements for

CCAs, such as the requirement that they submit Implementation Plans to the Commission, but instead of

authorizing the Commission to approve or reject the Plans, it requires the Commission to certify receipt

of such Plans within 90 days of submission. CCAs are required to register with the CPUC, but unlike

ESPs, no statutory authority is granted to the CPUC to de-register or penalize a CCA.

Thus, the utilities’ argument for Commission jurisdiction might be applied to ESPs as the utilities cite

(Joint Opening Brief, p.9) in D.04-07-037 and Southern California Edison Co. V. Peevey (2003) 31

Cal4th 781, 796, because ESPs are in fact the competitors whom AB117 allows to  “serve” the same

CCA customers served by utilities -  but the Commission’s jurisdiction may not be applied to CCAs

any more than it could be applied to individual Direct Access customers aggregating “by positive written

declaration,” pursuant to Public Utilities Code Section 366(b) .  

The same limit applies to the utilities’ claim that the jurisdiction asserted in D.02-07-044 to enforce the

regulated utilities’ unregulated holding company conditions would somehow provide Commission

jurisdiction over CCAs. Whereas jurisdiction over a utility holding company is an implied authority to

“adopt reasonable rules and regulations which are deemed necessary to the due and efficient exercise of

powers expressly granted” to regulate that holding company’s subsidiary ((D.02-01-037, p.10), CCAs

do not own utilities, and are therefore not necessary for the Commission to regulate in order to

effectively regulate utilities. D.02-07-044 (rehearing of D.02-01-037), which required such Commission

authority to be “not contrary to other statutes” and must be “cognate and germane”  (D.02-07-044,

pp.4-5 and Joint Utilities Opening Testimony, p. 12) to utility regulation, is subject to the same limit - it

does not apply to CCAs.  As decided by the Court of Appeal in PG&E Corporation ,petitioner, vs.

PUC, the court said the Commission could regulate a holding company because it was “cognate and

germane” to regulation of its public utility subsidiary” ((2004)118 Cal. App.4th , p. 1198).
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The same limit applies to the utilities claim that the Commission’s decision that it had jurisdiction to

determine inspection and maintenance rules for public utility lines, including those maintained by

publicly-owned electric utilities. Based on Section 701’s authorization to the Commission to “generally

establish rules for safety regarding electric lines. Again, the authority asserted in D.98-10-059 was

based on an authority “do all things, whether specifically designed in [the Public Utilities Act] or addition

thereto, which are necessary and convenient in the supervision and regulation of every public utility in

California” (D.98-10-059, p.3 and Joint Utility Opening Brief, p.12).

The utilities claim the Commission has already asserted jurisdiction over CCAs  in matters involving

Resource Adequacy (Utilities Opening Brief, p.14).  However, as admitted by PG&E witness Sandra

Burns under cross-examination by Local Power counsel:

Q So do you believe that the Commission's
resource-adequacy requirements for LSEs does not provide
the option for a -- an ESP to assume those obligations?
A I think that would be between the CCA Provider
and the ESP that it contracts for.” (p.1136, lines 1-22).

Nothing  in Commission rules prohibits a CCA from electing to require its ESP to accept Load Serving

Entity obligations under  the Commission’s Resource Adequacy Requirements. Because these specify

that a CCA or ESP must provide for Resource Adequacy, there is no automatic jurisdiction over

CCA’s only a jurisdiction upon the entity accepting those obligations. 

Even in the ruling quoted by the utilities on this subject, the judge clearly demurred on saying that CCAs

will be subject to Commission jurisdiction, saying it would depend on a future ruling:

“3.4 CCAs
At this time there are no registered CCAs. Any
CCA that becomes registered after the issuance of this
ruling may, at that time, and subject to further ruling, be
subject to the requirements of the RAR program. I
anticipate that the obligations of a newly-registered CCA
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could include the requirement to submit load forecasts and
supporting data for review by the CEC as provided in this
ruling.” ( “Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling Directing Load-serving 
Entities to Submit Load Data and Adopting Protective Order,” dated 
June 24, 2005, in R.04-04-003 (“RAR Ruling”)., p. 7-8, and Joint 
Utilities Reply Brief, pp.28-28).

Thus, the Commission has only decided to regulate entities that have assumed Load Serving Entity

Resource Adequacy obligations., not CCAs per se.  This distinction must be observed in order to

follow the “cognate and germane” rule in court precedent, and “necessary and convenient  in the

supervision of every public utility” in Commission policy, cited above.

Thus, the utilities are mistaken to provoke the Commission to “boldly assert that it has broad authority

over both the CCA program generally as well as CCA participants” (Joint Utility Opening Brief, p. 15)

as this is neither cognate and germane to utility regulation, nor necessary and convenient to the the

supervision of the utilities.

Finally, AB117 Provides Express Commission Authority to determine when a CCA may receive

customers, and to allocate costs, but it must use this authority as the legislature plainly required it -

based on a CCA’s Implementation Plan. As Local Power showed in its July 8, 2005 Brief, whereas

CRS costs are recoverable only from CCA customers, they are not recoverable if there is no CCA

customer after a CCA has failed to implement a CCA IP. Thus, the only means of preventing

shareholders from having to pay is for such costs to be defined as implementation costs as per 366.2( c

)(17).they can only be defined as implementation costs if Local Power’s CCA CRS Limitation proposal

is adopted by the Commission, under which CRS costs would be circumscribed by limiting utility

procurement to one-year contracts for the load associated with a CCA whose Implementation Plan has

been certified received by the Commission. As CRS procurement would cease, incremental costs

associated with limiting procurement conform to the definition of implementation costs in AB117.

Second, Local Power has presented a means by which the Commission may incent self-generation,

renewable resource development by CCAs, and has also provided and the utilities neglected to
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contradict, an adequate public record to monetize benefits to utility shareholders and customers for

specific renewable resource, conservation and energy efficiency commitments by CCAs. Furthermore,

Local Power has proposed a methodology by which to monetize these benefits, based on the binding

portfolio commitments in a CCA’s Implementation Plan, and to create a monthly electric bill credit for

CCA customers based on their binding Implementation Plan commitment. As this per kilowatt hour

credit proposed in Local Power’s methodology would only accrue based on CCA service kilowatt

hours sold, no funds would pass unless a CCA had actually initiated service under a binding

Implementation Plan. The manner for the Commission to achieve a truly balanced, integrated and

successful coordination of utility procurement is to bind each entity in a balanced, incremental manner.

Third, Local Power has proposed a process by which the Commission may mitigate New World

Procurement CCA CRS liabilities that have resulted from failed coordination. Specifically, we have

proposed a three-tier procedure by which CCA CRS liabilities could be mitigated by allowing a CCA

or several CCAs to take power or rights to power from a utility’s New World Procurement contract,

rather than merely paying the above market costs associated with this power in the CRS.

Simply, put, the Commission’s cornerstone authority rests on making a CCA’s Implementation binding

to the CCA by basing its cost-recovery mechanism on the Implementation Plan, as plainly required by

366.2( c )(5) and (7). This is achieved by vintaging the CCA CRS at the date on which the Commission

presents its findings regarding cost recovery, and treating incremental costs for the bargaining period as

implementation cost. This approach protects utility procurement against cost-shifting and binds the CCA

to its Implementation Plan by making the cost-recovery mechanism dependent upon it specifically.  If

you Commission formulates the Open Season under the Integrated Resource Calendar approach

proposed by Local Power, the Commission will have sufficient authority to bind the CCA to its

Implementation Plan as an implementation cost issue, firewall utility procurement risk where an

Implementation Plan has been certified as received by the Commission, and ensure that both parties

cooperate in good faith during the one year period, or face the consequences. By doing this, the

Commission can  rationally limit CCA CRS obligations, assuring specific statutory authority to not only

control CCA load departure timing but also to determine the cause of the costs and allocate them to the
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appropriate party as implementation costs. In short, the Commission will have adequate authority to

conduct resource planning under AB57 and AB117 while also protecting against cost-shifting between

bundled service customers and CCA customers, consistent with D.04-12-046.

If the Commission is to allocate costs according to their cause, then the costs must be specific dollar

figure translated into a specific non-bypassable per kilowatt hour charge. Local Power has provided an

adequate public record to provide the Commission with the basis of measuring such benefits and has

proposed a methodology for the Commission to allocate a per kilowatt hour CCA customer Credit on

CCA customers’ electric bills for a specific period of time. Unchallenged by the utilities, this

methodology allows the Commission measure any benefits to utility shareholders or bundled services

customers resulting from a CCA’s resource portfolio, based on a CCA’s Implementation Plan

commitments. 

IV. Credit, Delivery or Assignment of Utility Power Contracts to a Community Choice

Aggregator Customer Responsibility Surcharge

The CCA and Friends supported Local Power’s proposed “Credit, Delivery or Assignment of Utility

Power Contracts to a CCA CRS” in its Opening Testimony (Fenn, April 28, 2005, pp.5-7) but

indicated that it should be left up to negotiation between utilities and CCAs.  

“However, the concept amply demonstrates that if utilities cooperated with CCA development,
numerous potential approaches could be jointly developed that would reduce CCA entry costs and the
current cost burden of bundled customers” (Joint Opening Brief of CCA Community and
Supporters, July 8, 2005, pp.46-47) .

Starting with Comments (Filed March 11, 2005) during the Workshop and following with  Opening

Testimony, Local Power proposed and refined its proposed rule for Commission allocations  of utility

contracts to CCAs. This proposal was never disputed by the utilities or any party, and should be

accepted by the Commission as a tariffed rule and procedure, where feasible,  to credit, deliver or

assign utility contracts to CCAs or groups of CCAs for contracts, parts of contracts or attributes of
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contracts to mitigate any above-market CRS obligations that they can assume. The full process of

refining this tariff appears below  in refined form. As the utilities did not contest the proposal in their

Phase II Opening Briefs, Local Power  cannot reply to the utilities, but must instead reply to CCAs and

Supporters and their proposal for a voluntary system rather than the procedure I have proposed.

Thus, it is not enough to assert that utility cooperation should include a willingness to negotiate with

CCAs wishing to undertake sugn a credit, delivery or assignment; rules and procedures are needed: a

tariff. The CCA and Supporters proposal in their Phase II Brief must therefore be supplemented with

the rules and procedures proposed by Local Power; otherwise a decision that leaves the issue to

negotiation or cooperation amounts to a non-decision by the Commission, particularly for CCAs now

preparing Implementation Plans, such as San Francisco-Marin, Chula Vista or East Bay Cities - that will

have no assurance that they can have this recourse with ongoing Electric Service Provider negotiations

pursuant to the invitation of the Commission inviting CCAs to “commence implementing” CCA rather

than waiting for the phase II decision which the Commission described as “unacceptable.” 

“Although we state our support for an open season here, we agree with
the parties who suggest this is a matter that requires further exploration in Phase
II of this proceeding. For that reason, we include the matter in Phase II and
expect to develop and adopt the details of an open season in a subsequent order.
However, we do not intend to delay the initiation of service by CCAs while we
are considering this matter. In the interim, the utilities must accommodate CCAs
that wish to begin delivering power.” (D.04-12-046, December 16, 2005, p.35).

Otherwise we have to depend upon AB117’s utility cooperation requirement, when a tariff approach is

available and necessary for a smooth process of allocating contracts as part of the cost recovery

mechanism process based on a CCA’s duly adopted Implementation Plan. As the tariff is an allocation

made by the Commission based on a CCA’s request, it would be performed as a component of the

Commission’s cost-recovery mechanism.

Utility contracts will be a growing component the costs that make up the Customer Responsibility

Surcharge (CRS).  As Local Power pointed out before in R.03-10-003, AB117 requires that the CCA

CRS be based on actual costs attributable to a customer resulting from a CCA load departure and
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Implementation Plan. CRS Obligations from New World Procurement are limited to those obligations

outlined in PUC Section 366.2(f), which presents a precise definition of which kinds of costs (in

addition to the utility’s unrecovered past under-collections for electricity

purchases, including any financing costs, attributable to that customer), that must be paid

by a CCA’s customers for its CRS:

“Any additional costs of the electrical corporation recoverable in
commission-approved rates, equal to the share of the electrical
corporation’s estimated net unavoidable electricity purchase contract
costs attributable to the customer, as determined by the commission, for
the period commencing with the customer’s purchases of electricity
from the community choice aggregator, through the expiration of all then
existing electricity purchase contracts entered into by the electrical
corporation” (emphasis added, PUC Section 366.2(f)(2)).

Local Power’s proposed rules and procedures for credit, delivery or assignment of utility power

contracts to a CCA CRS would merely require that any cost a CCA may seek to eliminate through a

transfer of contract liabilities should be included in its presentation of findings regarding cost recovery in

response to a CCA Implementation Plan as per AB117. It reflects a right to mitigate costs in a flexible

manner.

This is plainly explained in AB117 by the California Legislative Counsel:

“The bill (AB117) would require a community choice aggregator 
to file an implementation plan with the Public Utilities
Commission in order for the commission to determine a cost-recovery
mechanism to be imposed on the community choice aggregator to
prevent a shifting of costs to an electrical corporation’s bundled
Customers”  (AB117, Legislative Counsel’s Digest, Section (1)).

The Commission’s use of the Implementation Plan process to prevent cost-shifting is plainly stated in

AB117:

“In order to determine the cost-recovery mechanism to be imposed
on the community choice aggregator pursuant to subdivisions (d), (e),
and (f) that shall be paid by the customers of the community choice
aggregator to prevent shifting of costs, the community choice aggregator
shall file the implementation plan with the commission, and any other
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information requested by the commission that the commission
determines is necessary to develop the cost-recovery mechanism in
subdivisions (d), (e), and (f)” (Emphasis added, Public Utilities 
Code Section 366.2( c )(5)).

If there is any place in AB117 where basic black-letter law would require the statute to be interpreted

according to its plain meaning where, as here, that meaning is clear on its, face, it is here (See. E.g.,

People v. Gonzales (2004) 116 Cal.App.4th 1405, 1413-14). Clearly a CCA’s Implementation Plan is

intended as the basis on which the Commission must determine a cost-recovery mechanism for a CCA.

No less clearly, AB117 requires the Commission to present its findings on cost recovery to the CCA

based on its certified Implementation Plan:

“Within 90 days after the community choice aggregator
establishing load aggregation files its implementation plan, the
commission shall certify that it has received the implementation plan,
including any additional information necessary to determine a
cost-recovery mechanism. After certification of receipt of the
implementation plan and any additional information requested, the
commission shall then provide the community choice aggregator with
its findings regarding any cost recovery that must be paid by customers
of the community choice aggregator to prevent a shifting of costs as
provided for in subdivisions (d), (e), and (f)” (Public Utilities Code 
Section 366.2 ( c )(7)).

The section of AB117 applied to utility contracts is subsection (f):

“(f) A retail end-use customer purchasing electricity from a
community choice aggregator pursuant to this section shall reimburse
the electrical corporation that previously served the customer for all of
the following:
(1) The electrical corporation’s unrecovered past undercollections for
electricity purchases, including any financing costs, attributable to that
customer, that the commission lawfully determines may be recovered in
rates.
(2) Any additional costs of the electrical corporation recoverable in
commission-approved rates, equal to the share of the electrical
corporation’s estimated net unavoidable electricity purchase contract
costs attributable to the customer, as determined by the commission, for
the period commencing with the customer’s purchases of electricity
from the community choice aggregator, through the expiration of all then
existing electricity purchase contracts entered into by the electrical
Corporation.” (Emphasis Added, Public Utilities Code Section 366.2( f )(1) and (2)).
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Thus, the Legislature put in place a system under which the Commission could estimate the net

unavoidable electricity purchase contract cost attributable to a CCA customer based on information in

its Implementation Plan. As Local Power witness Paul Fenn pointed out in his Opening Testimony, the

Commission has already decided that CCA customers should not be subject to cost-shifting:

“Conclusion of Law #21 adopted by the Commission in D.04-12-046, stated that that “AB117 does

not permit cost-shifting of CCA CRS liabilities between utility bundled customers and CCA

customers” (p.66). Thus, the Commission concluded that cost-shifting onto CCA customers is not

permitted by AB117. Local Power’s proposed three stage procedures allowing CCAs to assume utility

contract liabilities according to Commission’s existing cost allocation, is merely a method of mitigating

costs to avoid cost shifting to CCA customers without causing harm to bundled service customers. For

this reason, CCAs should be free to assume and then dispose of the contracts they assume in whatever

manner they may under the law, in order to facilitate CCA and as a benefit to the marketplace. As the

Commission would require criteria upon which to value any utility contract chosen by a CCA, CCA

contract assumption must be conducted according to the rules and procedures proposed for such a

tariff.

Local Power’s testimony in Phase II proposed three sets of rules and procedures for CCAs and utilities

to mitigate CCA CRS related to DWR and utility contracts:

In my Opening Testimony, I testified on methods of allocating utility and DWR power contract risk to

Community Choice Aggregators (CCA) relative to the Customer Responsibility

Surcharge (CRS). First, I indicated that while DWR contracts face assignment limitations, utility

contracts do not:

“While DWR contracts face certain constraints, CCAS should be able to take power or
elements of power from utility new world procurement contracts rather than merely
paying a CRS for power they will not receive.”
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I proposed that if the contracts could assumed by a CCA or CCAs, the question is, how far above

market price is the power? The Commission would look at the average above market net cost

associated with the contract, to determine a CRS surcharge to accompany the contract.  The

Commission could shift a pro rata share of risk for the contracts (on a voluntary basis) to the CCA,

because the CCA would commit to take or pay for the power over the duration of the contract. Thus a

CCA would accept responsibility for its part of a contract, and with compliance ensured, cost-shifting

from CCA customers to bundled service customers would not take place. If their contract is the same

as the average utility or DWR contract, then there would be no CRS for that contract assignment. If it is

above average over market, then the CCA would want to be compensated in a CRS Credit, the basic

idea of which has been raised by several parties in R.03-10-003.”

I proposed a three-step process:

� First, was “to match contracts to CCAs or groups of CCAs. CCAs would take charge of DWR
and utility contracts that “fit” some part of the CCA’s portfolio requirement, or that fit the
requirements of several CCAs combined;

� Second, in cases where there is no such match between CCA load and contracts, I proposed that
the utility contract be split with components of contracts allocated to CCAs. If  there were no match
between a CCA or several CCAs’ resource requirements and DWR or utility power contracts, and
some other method were needed to facilitate an allocation that protects against cost-shifting
between utility bundled customers and CCA customers, then the utility or DWR could divide its
responsibilities into 2 contracts;

� Third,  In a worst case scenario in which there is no “fit” between a CCA load and utility or DWR
contract, and a contract cannot be split, a “take or pay” method could be employed under which
the DWR or utility would make available the power to the CCA and charge the CCA for costs
associated with the power. Under this scenario, the CCA would have to commit to take the power
on a multi-year basis” (Paul Fenn Phase II Opening Testimony, May 12, 2005, pp.4-7). 

Under cross-examination by PG&E counsel Craig Buchsbaum on the third day of Evidentiary Hearings

on May 31, 2005, Local Power witness Paul Fenn stated that while DWR contracts may be too

complex to fall under such a tariff, utility contracts are not too complex 
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“Q Are you aware that many if not all DWR
contracts preclude assignment?
A I'm aware that utility contracts don't and
that there are more difficulties facing DWR contracts,
Yes” (May 31, 2005 Evidentiary Hearing Transcript, 
p. 1449, lines 12-15).

Under cross examination of SDG&E counsel Symanski, witness Fenn provided further details on the

Commission’s authority to charge CCAs for implementation costs and set the date of customer transfer

(May 13 Hearing Transcript, p. 1458-9). When asked how are those specific authorities used to

incentivize good behavior by a CCA, witness Fenn  responded,

"Well, number one, having your departure date
delayed is one incentive or threat which could influence
a CCA's behavior. And then clearly having the prospect
of a higher exit fee attached to an implementation plan
would provide another incentive to the CCA” (May 31, 
2005 Hearing Transcript, pp.1460, lines 4-13).

As the utilities did not challenge this statement in their Joint Opening Brief, the tariff should still apply to

utility contracts if a CCA either can assume the whole liability of a utility contract, share the whole

liability of a utility contract with other CCAs, or assume certain benefits/liabilities of  a utility contract,

voluntarily, with the cost-allocation made by the Commission as part of its cost-recovery mechanism

determination based on a CCA Implementation Plan. The Commission should accept the three step

tariff as proposed in my Testimony and  sworn testimony under cross examination:

� The methods of allocating utility power contract risk to Community Choice Aggregators (CCA)

relative to the Customer Responsibility Surcharge (CRS) proposed by Local Power. While DWR

contracts face certain constraints, CCAs shall be authorized to take power or elements of power

from utility (New World) procurement contracts rather than merely paying a CRS for power they

will not receive, as part of the Commission’s 90 day information request, certification process and

cost recovery findings presentation to CCAs duly adopting such plans. 

� CCAs shall be entitled to seek to of rules and procedures for a tariff allowing a CCA to assume

contracts, parts of contracts or aspects of contracts. The Commission shall make the
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determination of contract assignment and cost allocation as part of its cost recovery findings based

on a CPUC certified CCA Implementation Plan. Thus, if a CCA elects to do so, the Commission will

determine how far above market price the utility’s contract power costs.

� Specifically, the Commission will measure the average above-market net cost associated with the

particular utility’s contract, to determine a CRS surcharge to accompany the contract obligations

should the CCA elect to assume such obligations. If a CCA’s contract is the same cost as the

utility’s average contract (the Market Price Referent), then there would be no CRS for that contract

assignment. However, if it is above the utility’s Market Price Referent, then the CCA would be

compensated by the proposed CRS Credit. Local Power also proposed that there could be a true-up

of this CRS factor with the assumption of a contract by a CCA to prevent cost shifting between

customers.

� The varieties of contracting situations facing an effort to allocate DWR or utility contracts to a CCA

may be reduced to three categories of utility contract assignment or allocation to a CCA:

Rule 1. Simple Assignment  Rule and Procedure.  CCAs shall be allowed to match

contracts to CCAs or groups of CCAs. CCAs are entitled to take charge of utility contracts

that “fit” some part of the CCA’s portfolio requirement, or that fit the requirements of several

CCAs combined. As part of its request to the Commission, the CCA must provide a

demonstration of creditworthiness. 

Rule 2. Contract Splitting.  If there is no match between a CCA or several CCAs’ resource

requirements and utility power contracts pursuant to Rule 1, and a negotiated method is

available to facilitate an allocation of utility contracts that protects against cost-shifting between

utility bundled customers and CCA customers,  a CCA or group of CCAs shall be entitled to

negotiate with the utility or its wholesale power entity to split one or more utility contracts and

allocate components  of such contracts to CCAs. The utility shall be negotiate with the CCA to

divide its responsibilities from a contract into 2 or more contracts, and assign the power but

not the contract to a CCA, and submit the agreed upon split to the Commission. At the request

of a CCA or group of CCAs,, the Commission shall order the utility to negotiate in good faith

with the CCA to split one or more utility contracts and allocate components of such contracts
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to CCAs. A utility shall fully cooperate and negotiate in good faith with the CCA to split one or

more of its contract into two pieces and assign a part of a contract to a CCA according to its

loads. The CCA shall be entitled to negotiate with the utility’s contractor to split the contracts,

and may submit proposed splits to the Commission. 

Rule 3: Take-or-Pay . If there is neither a “fit” between a CCA load pursuant to Rule 1, nor

the ability to split a contract pursuant to Rule 2, a “take or pay” method shall be employed , as

it now undertakes in the natural gas industry, under which the CCA would commit to take the

power on a multi-year basis and request the Commission to order the utility to make power

available to the CCA and charge the CCA for costs associated with the power; if over time the

CCA for any reason does not need the power for its customers, the CCA would either have to

take the power (and resell it) or else it must nevertheless pay for it.  Under this rule, if a utility

contract cannot not be assigned to a CCA or CCAs for the above reasons, the Commission

shall shift a pro rata share of risk for the contracts to the CCA, because the CCA shall

voluntarily commit to take the power or pay for the power over the duration of the contract.

Thus a CCA using this tariff shall voluntarily accept responsibility for its part of a contract, and

with compliance ensured, cost-shifting between CCA customers and bundled service customers

will be avoided. 

V.  Open Season and Use of CCA Implementation Plans to Limit the CCA CRS

In their Joint Opening Briefs, the utilities urge the Commission to reject the proposal of Local Power,

the Local Government Commission Coalition and other CCA Parties that an Implementation Plan is

sufficient notice for the utility to adjust its procurement planning:

“However, as admitted by several CCA Parties’ witnesses during the Phase 2 hearings,
the adoption of an ordinance or implementation plan provides no assurance that any load will ultimately
depart to that particular CCA Provider’s program. In addition, D.04-12-048, cited above, already
found that these activities are not sufficient for the Utilities to exclude the CCA Providers’ load from
their planning process, and that a binding notice of intent is required of the CCA Providers” (p. 27).
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The utilities referred to Local Power witness Paul Fenn (Transcript p.1465, p.1469) and CCSF witness

Michael Hyams (Hearing Transcript p. 1512, lines 17-27) as the abovementioned “admission” by CCA

parties that Implementation Plans provide “no assurance that any load will ultimately depart.” This is

misleading, because the SDG&E counsel ‘s questions regarded a Draft Implementation Plan that has not

yet been adopted by CCSF: because it has not been “adopted at a duly noticed public hearing” as per  

Public Utilities Code Section 366.2( c )(3), it cannot legally provide assurance, because it is not

technically an adopted IP. However, as Local Power has argued, once the Commission certifies receipt

of the Implementation Plan, presents findings regarding cost recovery based on the IP and sets an

earliest possible date for transfer of customers for the CCA submitting the IP, the Implementation Plan

provides significant assurance that the load will depart.

The utilities claim that defining costs associated with costs  related to the one-year limit proposal as

“implementation costs” would itself be a form of cost shifting: “This will result in cost being shifted to

bundled service customers in violation of AB117” (p.27). Oddly, the utilities then quote the requirement

in Public Utilities Code Section 366.2( c )(17)  that “cost not reasonably attributable to a  community

choice aggregator shall be recovered from ratepayers, as determined by the Commission.”  The utilities

appear to miss the actual meaning: if a cost is not attributable to a CCA, then charging it to all

ratepayers is not defined as cost shifting under this section of statute. Therefore the utilities’ objection

must be rejected.

The utilities object to Local Power’s and CCSF’s proposal  to limit procurement to a one-year basis for

Commission-certified  Implementation Plans based on the argument that it “could result in higher

procurement costs to bundled service customers” (Joint Utility Opening Brief, pp.27-28). First, we have

proposed that such costs would be implementation costs, not procurement costs. As implementation

costs, they are prevented from causing cost-shifting  by Public Utilities Code Section 366.2 ( c )(17),

which states that any costs attributable to a CCA may be charged to that CCA.  
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The utilities’ claim that witnesses admitted that the proposed shorter contracts “will undermine the need

to incent new generation for the state would undermine the need to incent new generation for the state.”

This claim rests on using similarly misleading narrowly constructed questions to misrepresent the

statements of ORA witness Irwin and CCSF witness Hyams. Clearly, as Local Power has amply

documented in this proceeding (April 15, 2004 Comments, Attachment 1, etc.), CCAs are aggressively

seeking to self-generate with a clear emphasis on renewables, meaning that Local Power’s proposed

one year IRC window would provide new incentives for new generation in the state. The utilities

statement applies only to utility- procurement-based new generation, not generation per se.

Adoption and Commission certification of a CCA IP does not, admittedly, guarantee that the load will

depart, but it provides the greatest possible assurance that is legally consistent with AB117 - short of a

binding commitment, which as demonstrated requires a contract that cannot legally be signed more than

30 days prior to customer transfer (Public Utilities Code Section 366.2( c )(13)).

The utilities characterize CCAs as proposing that “the Commission has an extremely limited role with

respect to...CCA implementation plans” (Joint Utility Reply Brief, p. 25, also p. 31).  This is totally

contrary to Local Power’s  consistent proposal, indeed, that the CCA Implementation Plan be the very

basis of the Commission’s authority over CCAs, and even criticized the utilities for trivializing the

Implementation Plan process

“The utilities say the principal goal of the Implementation Plan “should be to
enable consumers to make informed decisions about their energy supplier and to seek
recourse in the event they are harmed” (p.16, line 14). This confuses the role of the
implementation plan with the opt-out notification requirements and registration process
to ensure basic consumer protection. Worse, the utility statement is contrary to AB117,
which provides that “(i)n order to determine the cost-recovery mechanism to be imposed 
on the community choice aggregator pursuant to subdivisions (d), (e), and (f) that shall
be paid by the customers of the community choice aggregator to prevent shifting of costs,
the community choice aggregator shall file the implementation plan with the
commission, and any other information requested by the commission that the
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commission determines is necessary to develop the cost-recovery mechanism in
subdivisions (d), (e), and (f).” (Public Utilities Code Section 366.2 ( c ) (5)). In other
words, the principal statutory purpose of the implementation plan is to establish the cost-recovery
mechanism that CCA customers shall pay to prevent cost-shifting. Thus, the
purpose of the implementation is to establish “net” costs associated with the CCA
Program.” (Fenn Reply Testimony, May 12, 2005, p. 2, lines 24-28, p.3, lines 1-24).

Witness Fenn’s Reply Testimony specifically responded to the utilities’ misinterpretation of the role of

the Implementation Plan required by AB117, when they cited D.04-12-048 as somehow indicating the

Commission has foreclosed use of the Implementation Plan as a means of cost allocation as required by

Public Utilities Code Section 366.2( c )(3):

“Submitting an Implementation Plan to the Commission (does) not constitute a binding
commitment....(does) not sufficiently inform the utility or provide a sound basis for resource planning
and should not be used as the basis for “locking in” a particular CRS vintage” (Utilities Opening
Testimony, p.12, lines 1-6).  

There is an odd contradiction in the utilities’ position .On the one hand they claim Commission

jurisdiction over CCAs based on dubious court precedents relating to Commission jurisdiction over

holding companies and utility transmission systems. They attempt to place greater importance on the

CCA registration requirement even though it starkly contrasts with AB117’s much more stringent ESP

registration requirements, and lacks its clearly stated enforcement authority. On the other hand, the

utilities deny and minimize the actual jurisdiction over CCAs given to the Commission expressly and

plainly by AB117, including the Commission’s ability to determine a cost-recovery mechanism for a

CCA based on its duly adopted Implementation Plan (Public Utilities Code 366.2( c )(5) and (7)), the

Commission’s statutory authority to determine the earliest possible date that customers may be

transferred for a CCA that has submitted a Plan (366.2( c )(8)), and the Commission’s authority to

collect implementation costs from CCAs, (Public Utilities Code Section 366.2( c )(17)).

While the utilities ignore these most obvious authorities and deny that an Implementation Plan provides

an adequate basis for limiting their procurement absent a CCA’s binding commitment to take customers

on a certain date, the utilities have nevertheless repeatedly claimed that CCA Implementation Plans

should be legally binding on CCAs and that the Commission should exercise plenary authority over
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them irrespective of limits established by AB117, including authority to refuse to certify receipt of them,

authority to approve or reject an IP, to de-register or decertify a CCA and to discontinue a CCA’s

programs, potentially in violation of its contracts. 

The utilities’ approach would take the Commission into a legal trap. As Local Power has pointed out in

this proceeding, AB117 provides CCA’s with the “authority” to aggregate, and customers are “entitled”

(Public Utilities Code Section 366(a)) to receive service from Electric Service Providers. Of the Direct

Access language in the Public Utilities Code concerning the ability of electricity customers to aggregate

individually, AB117 first added Community Choice Aggregation:

“SEC. 3. Section 366 of the Public Utilities Code is amended to read:
366. (a) The commission shall take actions as needed to facilitate
direct transactions between electricity suppliers and end-use customers.
Customers shall be entitled to aggregate their electrical loads on a
voluntary basis, provided that each customer does so by a positive
written declaration. If no positive declaration is made by a customer, that
customer shall continue to be served by the existing electrical
corporation or its successor in interest, except aggregation by
community choice aggregators, accomplished pursuant to Section
366.2.
(b) Aggregation of customer electrical load shall be authorized by the
commission for all customer classes, including, but not limited, to small
commercial or residential customers. Aggregation may be accomplished
by private market aggregators, special districts, or on any other basis
made available by market opportunities and agreeable by positive
written declaration by individual consumers, except aggregation by
community choice aggregators, which shall be accomplished pursuant
to Section 366.2.”

Then AB117 declared that, notwithstanding these two paragraphs, California municipalities and counties

are authorized to aggregate on behalf of their communities and negotiate with Electric Service Providers:

“Notwithstanding Section 366, a community choice
aggregator is hereby authorized to aggregate the electrical load of
interested electricity consumers within its boundaries to reduce
transaction costs to consumers, provide consumer protections, and
leverage the negotiation of contracts” (Public Utilities Code 
Section 366.2( c )(1)).
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AB117 did give the Commission the ability to delay until January 1, 2006 to issue a Decision, but after

that date the right of California municipalities and counties to aggregate is limited to procedural

Commission authority related to cost-shifting.  AB117 conferred an entitlement on California ratepayers:

an entitlement to aggregate:

“Customers shall be entitled to aggregate their
electric loads as members of their local community with community
choice aggregators” (Public Utilities Code Section 366.2. (a) (1)).

When the utilities charge that CCA Implementation Plans should disclose the new power provider even

though AB117 requires a maximum 30 day period between a CCA contract and a transfer of

customers, the Commission must take note of a clear statutory schedule prohibiting any Open Season or

other CCA gating process that does not conform to the schedule. It is a simple fact that AB117

statutorily limits the Commission up to 90 days to certify a CCA IP, which obviously exceeds 30 days,

not including the months it takes to draft, holding hearings for Draft Plans and (having written one) duly

adopt it at a California city council, county board of supervisors or joint powers agency. It follows that

AB117 requires an Implementation Plan to precede the signing of any contract by a CCA, and a

contract precede the notification of customers - therefore it is impossible for a CCA Implementation

Plan to disclose any chosen Electric Service Provider or disclose terms of service, contrary to the

utilities’ confusion of the IP with the extensive customer notification process required of CCAs in Public

Utilities Code Sections 366.2( c )(11), (12), and (13). 

As I pointed out in my Initial Phase II Brief, the utilities propose making the Implementation Plan

binding, while also imposing requirements on Implementation Plan contents, such as outlining the terms

of a CCA’s service or providing the name of a chosen provider, which it could not bind itself to do

without a contract. Again, if adopted, this erroneous interpretation of Public Utilities Code Section

366.2( c )(3)(G) would force a CCA to adopt its Implementation Plan AFTER it signs a contract with

an ESP. This is not the end of the utilities’ confusion, as they continue to propose an Open Season tariff

that would either require a CCA to make a binding commitment to take customers without any basis (as
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admitted by Dr. Jaziyeri) or be statutorily limited to the 30-day period AB117 specifically mandates

between the CCA’s signing of a contract and the transfer of customers. (Initial Phase II Brief of Local

Power, July 8, 2005,  Section III(A)(2) and (B)).

In my Reply Testimony I accused the utilities of trivializing the IP in relation to utility procurement:

“confusing the implementation plan with the basic consumer protection measures involved in CCA
registration, the utilities underrate the role of the implementation plan in limiting a CCA CRS liabilities
and coordinating between utility procurement and CCA load departures to minimize overprocurement
and the shifting of costs between customers as required by AB117 and D.04-12-046”

While the utilities say that Implementation Plans are non-binding in relation to their procurement process,

they also charge that Implementation Plans should bind CCAs legally. In particular, the utilities

propose that the Commission Should (1) Develop Meaningful Criteria for Consistent, Statutorily Compliant

Implementation Plans, (2) Establish Meaningful Procedures to Ensure that Statutory and Regulatory

Requirements are Met on an Ongoing Basis, (3) Adopt an Advice Letter Process for Initial Approval of a

Filed Implementation Plan, and (4) Reserve the Right to Decertify an Implementation Plan. (p.34). The

utilities quote utility witness Middleburg as “framing” the utilities’ view of the CCA Implementation

Plans:

“The Utilities envision that Implementation Plans will serve to notify the
Commission, affected utilities, and affected consumers about many aspects
of a CCA Provider’s particular operations and service offerings. Each
Implementation Plan should not be a “boilerplate” document, but instead, a
document that is detailed and specific to each CCA Provider; it must
conform to the requirements of AB 117 and any other applicable laws or
Commission directives; and it must enable the Commission and utilities to
assess whether or not bundled customers would be harmed by the CCA
Provider’s services before the CCA Provider commences service” (p. 34, 
also Exh. 1A (Utilities Opening), p.16).

What is so astonishing about the utilities’ recommendations for Implementation Plans is that after

claiming that an Implementation Plan will provide no basis for procurement planning, they propose

detailed Implementation Plan requirements that would indeed ensure resulting Plans do provide a basis
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for procurement planning, such as (the good idea that) CCAs be required to maintain compliance with

their Implementation Plan and report any changes to its program inconsistent with its certified IP:

“All the statutory requirements associated with a CCA Provider’s Implementation Plan, as well as
the Commission’s certification, would be rendered, in effect, null and void, if a
CCA Provider’s Implementation Plan did not reflect and correspond, on an
ongoing basis, with the CCA Provider’s actual operations, terms and conditions of
service, or other information required by the statute or Commission. Therefore,
Commission should establish in its Phase 2 Order that a CCA Provider must keep
current all factual representations made in its Implementation by filing an update
notifying the Commission and affected utilities of the changes” (Utilities Reply Brief, p. 39).

While proposing policies for a binding IP that would make sense if they were part of Local Power’s

proposed IRC process (e.g. The de-certification of CCA Implementation Plans that do not match a

CCA’s program, p.44), the utilities go overboard to propose onerous restrictions on an IP that glaringly

violate AB117, in particular that a CCA must identify its chosen new Electric Service Provider in

its Implementation Plan:

“• Requirement. A description of the third parties that will be
supplying electricity under the program, including, but not limited
to, information about financial, technical, and operational
capabilities (Section 366.2(c)(3)(G)).
• Additional guidance. CCA customers should also be able to review
the power sources (portfolio mix) of the energy supply (including
length of contracts) in the third party portfolio and resource mix
(renewable, gas, coal)” (Id, p.38).

The absurdity resulting from this proposal is overwhelming. In order to offer this information in its

Implementation Plan, a CCA would have to have signed a contract with an ESP prior to adopting its IP.

If that is the case, then two legal facts follow. First, a signed contract would obviously make IP provide

a basis for utility procurement planning, because it would constitute a binding commitment. Second, if

the CCA had signed such a contract, the utility would be legally bound to transfer customers from the

utility to the CCA’s ESP in no more than 30 days after the adoption of the Implementation Plan.  Third,

the CCA would have to have signed a contract with an ESP without foreknowledge of the

Commission’s findings regarding cost-recovery, meaning that these findings could arbitrarily make the
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CCA’s contracted rates higher than the utility’s rates, making the customer opt-out rate totally

unpredictable, and any forecasting impossible. It is indeed a Catch-22 being proposed by the utilities.

They achieve it by conflating CCA with ESP, and IP with the consumer protections contained in the

required CCA opt-out notification requirement (Public Utilities Code Section 366.2( c )(13)), the

statement of intent (Public Utilities Code Section 366.2( c )(4), and the registration process (Public

Utilities Code Section 366.2( c )(14)).

In addition the utilities propose an Advice Letter process for Commission approval of CCA

Implementation Plans that is obviously inconsistent with the clearly stated requirement that the

Commission “shall certify receipt of the plan” (p.39, p.41, p.42). AB117 reads:

“Within 90 days after the community choice aggregator establishing load aggregation files its
implementation plan, the commission shall certify that it has received the implementation plan,
including any additional information necessary to determine a cost-recovery mechanism.” (Public
Utilities Code Section 366.2( c )(7)).

The 90 day limit reflects the legislature’s requirement that the Commission facilitate negotiation of

customers with ESPs. Again, this “shall certify” language states plainly what the Commission is not at

liberty to ignore:  the CCA is authorized to aggregate, and the CCA customers entitled to depart.

 It is critical that the Commission build the cornerstone of its authority on the firm ground of AB117,

rather than the murky waters offered by the utilities. As AB117 gives CCAs ratesetting and cost

allocation authority (Public Utilities Code Section 366.2( c )(3)(B)), and the Commission has already

deemed CCAs “trustworthy” local government entities, there is no basis for the Commission to approve

or disapprove Implementation Plans.  

In contrast, Local Power witness Paul Fenn proposed a detailed use of the Implementation Plan, and

even supports many utility proposals for binding a CCA to its Implementation Plan - but this is only

appropriate if the utilities accept being bound to the requirements of the IRC as proposed by Local

Power.
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In my Reply Testimony I proposed that the IP bind the CCA  to its policy:

Implementation Plans should include program implementation details including start-up questions such as

the Mission of the CCA, division of responsibilities among city agencies and governing boards, and the

organizational structure of the implementing  entity. Program development details include rate design,

ratesetting and other costs, disclosure and due process in setting rates and allocating costs among

participants, a program basis report, an outline of property and siting issues for renewable energy and

conservation development, associated governmental processes, and a description of the Request for

Proposals (RFP) to be prepared in accordance with the implementation plan. Implementation details

include program management, outreach, facilities design, testing, inspection and quality assurance,

installation, training, changes and claims, intergovernmental coordination, and performance measurement

and feedback from stakeholders and customers. Operations and Maintenance details include an outline

of operating entity responsibilities and termination. In particular, Implementation Plans offer the following

information that aids in resource planning under each statutorily required component:

1. Process of a CCA includes an outline of the public hearing process, applicable

authorities and adopted ordinances, resolutions or other officially adopted documents that

bear on the CCA program. It includes an outline of planned actions and corresponding

requests to the utility and the Commission in order to facilitate cooperation, and an

outline of the CCA’s Request for Proposals (RFP) or bidding process, including a

schedule from adoption of the implementation plan to the end of the opt-out period;

2. Consequences of a CCA includes an assessment of impacts on ongoing utility

procurement contract negotiations and Commission review, consequences for the

Commission’s energy efficiency programs, consequences for physical reliability within

the CCA jurisdiction, transmission grid impacts from planned new renewable generation,

consequences for ratepayer risk, and consequences for ISO reliability.
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3. Program Scope includes an overall program schedule and a qualitative program

expenditure profile, including potential expenditures for new renewable generation,

conservation and energy efficiency programs.

4. Program Funding and Budget includes the use of Public Goods Charge funds,

municipal revenue bonds and other funding to support the program; CCA program

implementation funding, and outlines any available rollout schedule for renewable

energy, conservation and energy efficiency program components of the CCA program.

5. Rights and Responsibilities include an outline of tariffs and outlines a structure of

roles between the CCA, the ESP, and the customer.

As Local Power has proposed, the Commission has authority to bind a CCA to its Implementation Plan

by making its findings regarding cost recovery, including not only the CRS assignment but also our

proposed credits for renewable energy and conservation commitments and charges related to our

proposed utility contract assignments, and any other surcharges and credits, contingent upon a CCA’s

compliance with its Implementation Plan.  In addition, Local Power has proposed that CCAs may be

charged for implementation costs caused by a CCA failing to abide by its Implementation Plan. 

VI. Methodology for a CCA Customer Credit for Renewable Generation, Conservation 
and Energy Efficiency Measures

Local Power made its full case on this subject in its Initial Phase II Brief. As the utilities did not refute

any point made by Local Power on this subject, our proposal should be adopted by the Commission.

VII. Two Tier vs. 5 Tier Rate Structure 

Local Power supported CCSF witness Casey’s proposal for utilities to offer five tiers of rates, rather

than the two tiers currently offered, to offer customers complete rate comparability. PG&E indicated

that it is willing to accommodate this request, but at CCSF's expense:
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“Significant reprogramming is required which should not be treated as a “free good” to CCSF.
Mr. Yee testified that PG&E has numerous rate changes making it unlikely that
true (and continuing) rate matching was unlikely. Therefore, the purpose of
CCSFs potentially costly reprogramming request appears to be aimed at marketing
during a specific point of time during the mass transfer period.. The
programming costs associated with such marketing driven requests should
rightfully be paid by CCSF, not PG&E’s bundled customers” (p.107).

The utilities themselves have argued for the need for transparency in the customer opt-out process, and

indeed it will be impossible for any CCA customer to compare its proposed CCA service with an

existing utility’s service unless all three utilities are required to conform to CCSF’s proposal. As this

information system upgrade would be needed by all CCA customers in California, costs associated with

this upgrade must be born by all ratepayers, not by any specific CCA.

VII. Conclusion

Local Power looks forward to working with the Commission in this matter.

Respectfully Submitted,

_________________________
Paul Fenn, AM
Executive Director
Local Power
4281 Piedmont Avenue
Oakland, CA 94611
510 451 1727
paulfenn@local.org
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that the following is true and correct:

On August 1, 2005, I caused to be served an electronic copy of the
attached:

PHASE II REPLY BRIEF OF LOCAL POWER

on all known parties to R.03-10-003, or their attorneys of record, for whom a address
has been provided.

Executed this 1st day of August, 2005, at Oakland, California. Th

________________________
Local Power
4281 Piedmont Avenue
Oakland, CA 94611
(510) 451-1727
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                                                                                  KRYSTY EMERY                              STEVE PINKERTON                         NAVIGANT CONSULTING, INC.                 NAVIGANT CONSULTING, INC.               3100 ZINFANDEL DRIVE, SUITE 600           3100 ZANFANDEL DRIVE, SUITE 600         RANCHO CORDOVA, CA  95670-6078            RANCHO CORDOVA, CA  95670-6078                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  VICTORIA P. FLEMING                       STEVEN A GREENBERG                      NAVIGANT CONSULTING, INC.                 REALENERGY                              3100 ZINFANDEL DRIVE, SUITE 600           4100 ORCHARD CANYON LANE                RANCHO CORDOVA, CA  95670-6078            VACAVILLE, CA  95688                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            JIM DOOLITTLE                             BRUCE MCLAUGHLIN                        ORADO MANAGEMENT GROUP                    BRAUN & BLAISING, P.C.                  2600 FRUITRIDGE ROAD                      915 L STREET, SUITE 1420                CAMINO, CA  95798                         SACRAMENTO, CA  95814                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           DAN GEIS                                  KELLY SHEA                              AGRICULTURAL ENERGY CONSUMERS ASSO.       THE DOLPHIN GROUP                       925 L STREET, SUITE 800                   925 L STREET, SUITE 800                 SACRAMENTO, CA  95814                     SACRAMENTO, CA  95814                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           KEVIN WOODRUFF                            KAREN LINDH                             WOODRUFF EXPERT SERVICES                  LINDH & ASSOCIATES                      1100 K STREET, SUITE 204                  PMB 119                                 SACRAMENTO, CA  95814                     7909 WALERGA ROAD,  NO. 112                                                       ANTELOPE, CA  95843                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           ANNE FALCON                             EES CONSULTING, INC.                    570 KIRKLAND AVE                        KIRLAND, WA  98033                      

State Service LOS ANGELES DOCKET OFFICE                 CHERYL COX                              CALIFORNIA PUBLIC UTILITIES  COMMISSION   CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION       320 W. 4TH STREET, SUITE 500              ELECTRICITY RESOURCES & PRICINGBRANCH  LOS ANGELES, CA  90013                    ROOM 4209                                                                         505 VAN NESS AVENUE                                                               SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102-3214                                                                                             
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                                                                                  CHRISTOPHER DANFORTH                      DAN ADLER                               CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION         CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION       ELECTRICITY RESOURCES & PRICING BRANCH    DIVISION OF STRATEGIC PLANNING          ROOM 4209                                 ROOM 5119                               505 VAN NESS AVENUE                       505 VAN NESS AVENUE                     SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102-3214             SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102-3214                                                                                                                                                                               DIANA L. LEE                              JOEL TOLBERT                            CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION         CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION       LEGAL DIVISION                            ENERGY COST OF SERVICE & NATURAL GASBRAROOM 4300                                 ROOM 4102                               505 VAN NESS AVENUE                       505 VAN NESS AVENUE                     SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102-3214             SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102-3214                                                                                                                                                                               JULIE A FITCH                             KIM MALCOLM                             CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION         CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION       EXECUTIVE DIVISION                        DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAWJUDGES   ROOM 5203                                 ROOM 5005                               505 VAN NESS AVENUE                       505 VAN NESS AVENUE                     SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102-3214             SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102-3214                                                                                                                                                                               LAINIE MOTAMEDI                           LOUIS M IRWIN                           CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION         CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION       DIVISION OF STRATEGIC PLANNING            ELECTRICITY RESOURCES & PRICINGBRANCH  ROOM 5119                                 ROOM 4209                               505 VAN NESS AVENUE                       505 VAN NESS AVENUE                     SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102-3214             SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102-3214                                                                                                                                                                               PHILIPPE AUCLAIR                          REGINA DEANGELIS                        CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION         CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION       EXECUTIVE DIVISION                        LEGAL DIVISION                          ROOM 5218                                 ROOM 4107                               505 VAN NESS AVENUE                       505 VAN NESS AVENUE                     SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102-3214             SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102-3214                                                                                                                                                                               STEVE ROSCOW                              STEVEN C ROSS                           CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION         CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION       ELECTRIC INDUSTRY & FINANCE               ELECTRICITY RESOURCES & PRICINGBRANCH  AREA 4-A                                  ROOM 4209                               505 VAN NESS AVENUE                       505 VAN NESS AVENUE                     SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102-3214             SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102-3214                                                                                                                                                                               TRUMAN L. BURNS                           MARGARET L. TOBIAS                      CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION         ATTORNEY AT LAW                         ENERGY COST OF SERVICE & NATURAL GAS BRA  TOBIAS LAW OFFICE                       ROOM 4102                                 460 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE                 
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505 VAN NESS AVENUE                       SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94107                SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102-3214                                                                                                                                                                                                                         ANDREW ULMER                              CRAIG MCDONALD                          ATTORNEY AT LAW                           NAVIGANT CONSULTING                     SIMPSON PARTNERS, LLP                     3100 ZINFANDEL DR., SUITE 600           900 FRONT STREET, SUITE 300               RANCHO CORDOVA, CA  95670-6078          SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94111                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                HASSAN MOHAMMED                           JENNIFER TACHERA                        CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION              ATTORNEY AT LAW                         1516 9TH STREET, MS43                     CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION            SACRAMENTO, CA  95814                     1516 - 9TH STREET  MS-14                                                          SACRAMENTO, CA  95814                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         JANEE MARLAN                              JOHN PACHECO                            CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES  CALIFORNIA ENERGY RESOURCESSCHEDULING  3310 EL CAMINO AVENUE, SUITE 120          CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF WATERRESOURCESSACRAMENTO, CA  95821                     3310 EL CAMINO AVENUE                                                             SACRAMENTO, CA  95821                                                                            
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